POI POINT ENTITY MATCHING AND FUSION BASED ON MULTI SIMILARITY CALCULATION
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ABSTRACT:

This paper presents a multi-source POI matching method with multi feature similarity, which can effectively solve the problem of low matching accuracy of POI data from different sources. The spherical distance method, editing distance method and Jaro Winkler method are combined to calculate the distance, name, address distance and other main attributes of POI data. Then the importance of each feature index is analyzed by using analytic hierarchy process, and the feature weight of each similarity is obtained. The candidate matching objects are screened according to the total similarity to determine the final matching object. Finally, POI points are fused by selecting spherical center coordinates, name aliasing and address normalization methods. Experiments show that the recall and accuracy of this method for POI matching point recognition are significantly higher than those based on name similarity and distance similarity. The recall rate increased by 17.43% and 5.17% respectively, and the accuracy rate increased by 4.37% and 1.22%. It provides more comprehensive and accurate data support for urban function analysis and smart city construction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Point of interest (POI) is a kind of point data abstracted from real natural features or human markers, which usually contains a variety of information, such as name, address, category, longitude and latitude, etc. It is the link between spatial data and non spatial data, an important part of basic geographic information database, and the foundation and premise of building a "digital city" and "smart city". However, the coverage of POI from a single source is inevitably incomplete. And because most of the current Internet maps obtain data through crowd-sourcing, the data quality is difficult to guarantee. POI information from different channels often has inconsistencies in location information, address and classification attributes. Therefore, it is necessary to identify the matching points from the map POI information of different sources and establish the fusion between the data, so as to facilitate the row statistics, analysis and processing of POI data in subsequent applications more effectively (Quan, Gao, Ma, Sun, & Magnenat-Thalmann, 2013).

There are three schemes for POI fusion methods at home and abroad. The method based on spatial location (Beeri, Doytsher, Kanza, Safra, & Sagiv, 2005; Wang, 2017), the method based on non spatial attributes (Chen, 2014; R. S. Li, 2013), and the method based on multi similarity calculation is proposed, and the matching accuracy of POI data from different sources must have a relatively unified storage mode, and non-spatial feature attributes may have problems with information loss and labeling errors. For the calculation of non spatial attributes, it is often reflected by text similarity. Some scholars use the method of filtering name similarity for the first time through experimental demonstration to select the best method of editing distance method (Zhang, Gao, & Li, 2014). The combination of cosine similarity and editing distance method improves the calculation accuracy of text similarity through three rounds of screening (Sun, 2021). Although the ontology based method is accurate and convenient, there is no mature ontology library for China's POI at present. The validated method is based on the construction of geographical ontology and the encapsulation of ontology attributes, and proposes a method of entity recognition with the same name through attribute similarity. This method uses the attribute similarity of POI, but it needs to carry out the construction and encapsulation of geographical ontology, and the workload of early data processing is large (Fonseca, Agouris, Egenhofer, & Mara, 2013).

There are few researches on POI matching fusion based on multi similarity. In this study, a POI point entity matching method based on multi similarity calculation is proposed, and the matching results are fused with multiple fields. For POI points from different sources, the spherical distance method is used to calculate the distance similarity, the editing distance method is used to calculate the name similarity, and the Jaro Winkler method is used to calculate the address similarity. The
scientific and objective analytic hierarchy process is used for weighted fusion, and the appropriate comprehensive similarity is selected to screen the matching points. The experimental results are compared with the accuracy of the traditional single attribute POI matching method, and the matching set is fused.

2. METHOD

2.1 Distance similarity calculation

For calculating the longitude and latitude similarity of two POI points, the most simple and effective method is to count the spherical distance between the two points, that is, the shortest distance between the two points on the sphere. The geographic coordinate similarity is defined as (1):

$$\text{distance} \ (A,B) = R \cos^{-1} (\cos(Lat1) \cos(Lon2)) \cos(Lon2 - Lon1) + \sin(Lat1) \sin(Lat2), \quad (1)$$

where \( Lat1, Lat2 = \) latitude of A, B
\( Lon1, Lon2 = \) longitude of A, B
\( R = \) radius of the earth

When the value of distance (A,B) is greater than the set threshold 0.3, the distance similarity is recorded as 1, and it can be judged that A and B match.

2.2 Name similarity calculation

Editing distance, also known as Levenshtein Distance, refers to the minimum number of editing operations required to convert \( S_1 \) to \( S_2 \) between two groups of strings \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \). In this study, Levenshtein.ratio, the distance ratio, is used to calculate the semantic similarity between \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \). The calculation method is shown in formula (2):

$$\text{Levenshtein.ratio} = 1 - \frac{\text{Dist}}{\text{Sum}}, \quad (2)$$

where \( \text{Dist} = \) the class editing distance
\( \text{Sum} = \) the min number of operations from \( S_1 \) to \( S_2 \)

The ratio value indicates the similarity between \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \), and the value is between 0 and 1. The minimum value of 0 indicates that they are completely different, and the maximum value of 1 indicates that they are completely matched.

2.3 Address similarity calculation

The algorithm highlights the importance of the same prefix, that is, if two strings are the same in the first few characters, they will obtain higher similarity. Therefore, it is more suitable for the similarity calculation of address fields with similar forms. See publicity (3) for the calculation method.

$$d_{\text{Jaro}}(S_1, S_2) = \frac{1}{m} \left( \frac{m}{|S_1|} + \frac{m}{|S_2|} + \frac{m - t}{m} \right)$$

$$d_{\text{Jaro-Winkler}}(S_1, S_2) = d_{\text{Jaro}}(S_1, S_2) + (lp(1 - d_{\text{Jaro}}(S_1, S_2))), \quad (3)$$

where \( d_{\text{Jaro}}(S_1, S_2) = \) the Jaro distance between str \( S_1 \), \( S_2 \)
\( m = \) the number of matched characters
\( t = \) the number of transpositions
\( \text{Sum} = \) the min number of operations from \( S_1 \) to \( S_2 \)
\( l = \) the length of prefix matching
\( p = \) the weight of prefix matching

The higher the final score of Jaro-Winkler distance, the greater the similarity. 0 means there is no similarity, and 1 means an exact match.

2.4 Build a comprehensive similarity model

The research takes Baidu POI and Gaode POI as the research objects, and first preprocesses the multi-source heterogeneous POI data, including data format conversion, unified coordinate system, etc. The similarity discrimination of a single attribute has certain limitations. In the process of recognizing entities with the same name in POI data, some POI data will have problems such as "different address with the same name", "same address with the same name" or "different address with the same name but similar longitude and latitude", which will affect the accuracy of entity recognition with the same name.

To avoid the above problems, a POI matching point recognition algorithm from different sources based on multi similarity calculation is proposed. The specific method is shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1. POI matching and fusion technology route.
process to determine the weight of each feature. In order to avoid the situation of "strengthening" or "weakening" some characteristic indexes in the process of manually setting the weight, firstly, the importance of each characteristic index is analyzed by using the analytic hierarchy process (LIU, QIAN, WANG, & HE, 2015), the weight information is obtained, and then the importance is assigned.

Name and spatial location are important criteria for matching, and address information can assist in judgment. The gap caused by the same entity name is the least likely in reality, so the name is the most important. Having the same name and close geographical and spatial location is less likely to cause a gap, so the importance of spatial location is second. Due to the different address formats of data from different sources, address information indicators are used as auxiliary judgment indicators. Build the weight judgment matrix (5).

\[
P = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 3 & 5 \\ 1/3 & 1 & 2 \\ 1/5 & 1/2 & 1 \end{bmatrix},
\]

The maximum eigenvalue of the judgment matrix is obtained \( \lambda_{max} = 3.004 \), the eigenvector is normalized to meet the requirements of \( \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \lambda_3 = 1 \), and the weights of name, distance and address are 0.648, 0.230 and 0.122 respectively. To judge whether the weight setting of matrix \( P \) is reasonable, it also needs to pass the consistency test. \( CR = CI/RI = 0.0036/0.58 < 0.1 \). It is judged that the matrix meets the requirements of consistency test and the weight distribution is reasonable.

3.3 Select the comprehensive similarity threshold

As the threshold is the judgment condition of matching entity recognition, reasonable setting of its value is the key to accurately identify the entities with the same name. When the attribute comprehensive similarity is greater than the set threshold, the two entities are entities with the same name, otherwise, they are not entities with the same name. This paper selects 200 groups of POI data in the same area of Baidu map and Gaode map to determine the best threshold, and 76 matching entities are obtained after manual verification. The experiment sets different thresholds, counts the number of matching entities identified and the number of matching entities accurately identified under each threshold, and calculates the recall rate, accuracy rate and F1 value. The results are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thresholdhold</th>
<th>Number of recalls</th>
<th>Exact number</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>F1 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>98.68</td>
<td>86.66</td>
<td>92.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>97.36</td>
<td>89.18</td>
<td>93.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>96.05</td>
<td>93.15</td>
<td>94.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>96.05</td>
<td>95.89</td>
<td>95.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>94.73</td>
<td>94.44</td>
<td>94.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>92.10</td>
<td>95.71</td>
<td>93.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>90.78</td>
<td>97.10</td>
<td>93.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>88.15</td>
<td>98.50</td>
<td>93.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>86.84</td>
<td>98.48</td>
<td>92.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Recognition results of entities with the same name under different thresholds.
It can be seen from Figure 3 that with the increase of the threshold, the recall rate of entity recognition with the same name is on the downward trend as a whole, and the accuracy rate is on the rise as a whole. This is because when the threshold is gradually increased, if it is a matching entity, its comprehensive similarity value must be greater than or equal to the threshold, so the number of recalled entities with the same name will decrease and the recall rate will decrease. At the same time, due to the increase of the comprehensive similarity, the recognition of the entity with the same name will be more accurate, and the accuracy rate will increase with the increase of the threshold. Therefore, the recall rate and the accuracy rate are negatively correlated, and the two cannot be both high at the same time. In this paper, the F1 value of the precision rate and the recall rate is considered to determine the best threshold. The F1 value is calculated as shown in formula (7).

$$F1 = \frac{2 \times \text{Recall} \times \text{Accuracy}}{\text{Recall} + \text{Accuracy}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

When the F1 value reaches the peak value, the corresponding threshold value is the best threshold value of entity matching effect. The corresponding threshold value when the F1 value reaches the peak value is 0.75, that is, when the threshold value is 0.75, the POI matching entity recognition effect is the best.

Three groups of POI points in Table 2 are selected as examples. Divide the three points into two groups to calculate name similarity, address similarity, distance similarity and weight them to obtain comprehensive similarity. Among them, the comprehensive similarity of the first group is 0.966105263, and the second group is 0.72056. According to the determined F1 threshold of 0.75, it can be concluded that the first group of comprehensive similarity greater than 0.75 is the same POI point, which is divided into the fusion set for subsequent processing; The second group of comprehensive similarity less than 0.75 is different POI points, which are reserved according to the original attributes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Latitude and Longitude Similarty</th>
<th>Dist - ance - e Sim - ilarity</th>
<th>Com - prehensiv - e Simi - larity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>No.36 Youfang Hutong, Xuanwu m-ennei Street, Xicheng District, Beijing</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>No.36 Youfang Hutong, Xuanwei Street, Xicheng District, Beijing</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Example of identifying the same POI points using the comprehensive similarity method.

3.4 POI point matching with the same name

Based on the multi similarity comprehensive calculation method, the matching entity recognition experiment is carried out on the experimental data, and the experimental results are shown in Figure 4. The figure shows the result of superposition of Baidu POI and Gaode POI data and matching point recognition results in a block in Beijing. The red triangle in the figure is the matching points, the diamond is Gaode POI data, and the triangle is Gaode Baidu data.
A total of 375 entities with the matching points were identified in this experiment. In order to verify the recall and accuracy of the results, the matching points in the two data sets are identified by manual comparison method, and 387 entities with the same name were obtained by manual verification. Through calculation, the recall rate and accuracy rate of the same name entity are 96.90% and 98.40% respectively, and the recognition result is relatively accurate.

### 3.5 Accuracy comparison

In order to further prove the accuracy of this method, this paper compares Baidu and Gaode POI data in the study area with two methods of matching entities with the same name based on name similarity and distance similarity. Table 3 shows the statistics of the experimental results of three homonymous entities recognition.

It can be seen from the table that the algorithm based on the name similarity method matches 318 entities with the same name. Among them, the number of matching entities accurately identified was 299, and the recall rate and accuracy rate were 82.17% and 94.03% respectively. The number of matching entities based on distance similarity method is 355, of which the number of correctly identified matching entities is 345, and the recall rate and accuracy rate are 91.73% and 97.18% respectively. The number of entities with the same name matched based on multi similarity comprehensive calculation method is 375. Among them, the number of matching entities accurately identified was 369, and the recall rate and accuracy rate were 96.90% and 98.40% respectively. The method in this study is superior to the other two methods in terms of recall rate and accuracy based on comprehensive similarity, especially the recall rate is increased by 5.17%. This is mainly because the first two recognition methods only use POI single name attribute for recognition, while this method comprehensively considers the three attributes of POI name, address and distance to identify matching entities.

### 3.6 Fusion processing

In order to make the processed POI points convenient for subsequent research, multi field fusion processing is carried out on the matching result data. The mismatched POI points in the two sources are integrated in a unified format, and the matched POI points are fused according to the attributes of the three fields. For the longitude and latitude of the matching points, the central coordinates of the two fusion points are solved to realize position fusion. The research preserves the naming method of Gaode map for the names of matching points, aliases the names in Baidu map, and synthesizes the two POI points with different addresses for Standardization (according to provincial, urban, street, etc.). Table 4 shows an example of the results of the fusion operation.
Based on the spatial and non-spatial attributes of different data sources, matching and carrying out multi-source data fusion is an attempt to comprehensively apply multi-source heterogeneous data. In the era of big data, massive data resources have been created, and data integration can reduce data production costs and improve data efficiency and quality.

Matching point recognition is the key technology to realize POI data fusion from different sources. In view of the deficiencies in the similarity measurement and weight determination of each feature, this paper studies the similarity calculation of the name information, location information and address information of feature, this paper studies the similarity calculation of the name the similarity measurement and weight determination of each weights to each feature, so as to scientifically integrate the data from different sources. In view of the deficiencies in the similarity between POI objects. This method is better than the data production costs and improved data efficiency and quality.

Finding corresponding objects when integrating several geo-spatial datasets. ACM.
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